
Seven Caribou Spirit Bowls: Seven Valleys towards

Reconciliation 



Art as a means to building bridges.

Since the coming of the new religion 
of God in 1892, many Indigenous 
people have embraced the teachings 
of Baha’u’’llah the prophet founder 
of the Bahai Faith.  Indigenous 
peoples did not have a written 
language but developed their art 
forms as a means for expressing and 
transmitting knowledge both material 
and spiritual from one generation to 
the other through the art practice of 
storytelling, the passing down of 
history and teachings of the people 
from one generation to the next, by 
word of mouth. 



In the summer of 2014, the  Government of Canada released the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission’s report. 

This seminal report focused, in particular, on the extraordinarily ill-
conceived and shameful residential school program which took place since 
the confederation of Canada. The terms “truth” and “reconciliation” are 
paired because, without an acknowledgement and carefully organized 
opportunities to air the facts surrounding systemic racism towards 
Indigenous peoples, reconciliation is impossible. With the delivery of the 
TRC’s report of 94 recommendations, the truth was laid bare and the 
emphasis is now on the process of reconciliation.  

This national lens of these truths and  facts were in the forefront my mind  and 
heart and I began to study the Seven Valleys of Bahá’u’’lláh, to see how these 
sacred writings could assist me in my understanding  of the true process of 
reconciliation. 



Secretary on behalf of Shoghi Effendi- Letter to the National Assembly of 
Central America, 1951

Shoghi Effendi is also most anxious for the Message to reach the aboriginal  
inhabitants of the Americas. These people, for the most part downtrodden 
and ignorant should receive from the Bahai’s a special measure of love and 

every effort be made to teach them. Their enrolment in the Faith will 
enrich them and us, and demonstrate our principle of the Oneness of Man 

far better than words or the wide conversation  of the ruling races ever 
can.”



Abdu’l Bahá, quoted by Shoghi Effendi -Advent of Divine Justice 

These two quotes put things into perspective for me as an Artist and when asked to 
submit some of my work to be shown at the Yukon Art Gallery last fall. I knew that 
it was my responsibility to create an art piece which could demonstrate this process 

of reconciliation and  to simultaneously provide the information that could help 
the community move this sacred agenda  of unity forward. Thus the decision to 

make the seven spirit bowls was conceived.

“The Ancient Beauty hath in His sacred Tablets explicitly written that the 
day of their abasement is over. His bounty will overshadow them and this 
race will day by day progress and be delivered from its age-long obscurity 

and degradation.”



Indigenous knowledge is embedded in many ceremonies and 
creations. They can be interpreted as reminders of the strength 

which lies within the spiritual ancestry of a people. 

Art comes from the world of the Spirit.



The National Spiritual Assembly of Canada 
in their submission to the  Truth and 

Reconciliation  Commission,(2014) ended 
their comments with the following words; 

“As we walk this path together in Canada, we 
will learn lessons and practical measures that 

will help us to guide the healing of other 
divisions between the world’s peoples.”

This statement  empowered me to take a step forward 
in my art practice, to help guide the healing in a 

practical way the best way I knew how and that was 
through the arts.  

I got busy and found a caribou hide in which to 
symbolize each of the sacred valleys which 

Bahá’u’lláh encourages us to walk throughout our 
lives. The caribou is the animal which is constantly 

preparing for travel and moving from their summer 
to their winter homes and has provided sustenance  

for thousands of years to my people. 







Each step had to be carefully and patiently thought through. Raw untanned Caribou 
hide becomes very pliable when it is softened in water and hard when it is exposed to 

heat. These bowls all took on their own spirit and the name of each of the Seven 
Valleys were given to them as they came into being.

With the creation of each piece I was reminded of the quote of Abdu’-Baha. 

“The man who makes a piece of notepaper to the best of his ability is giving praise to God. 
Briefly, all effort and exertion put forth by man from the fullness of his heart is worship, if it 
is prompted by the highest motives and will do service to humanity.” 

And also from a quote of the Báb which I have come to know as the artist’s prayer. 
O my God! Thy handiwork hath always been complete, all encompassing, perfect, and unfailing, 
and it will always continue to be perfect, unfailing, complete, and all encompassing.... Thou hast 
commanded Thy servants, from the beginning that hath no beginning, till the end that hath no 
end, to produce handiwork with the utmost perfection, for this is verily the reflection of the 
perfection of  Thy handiwork. Educate then, O my God, the people of the Bayán in such wise 
that no product may be found amongst them but that the very utmost perfection of industry 
shall be manifest therein.... For verily Thou hast desired, by this law, to build the earth anew by 
virtue of Thy glorious handiwork through the hands of Thy servants.  (Kitab-al Asthma 29”626)



The Journey towards Reconciliation through the  
Seven Valleys is each symbolized in a transparent “spirit” bowl, embellished with 
copper coated leather and coins which represents wealth and generosity in some 

Indigenous  cultures.  

The Valley of Search: Similarly to the caribou who search for the best route for 
the annual migration we as human beings also search for the right trail- the best 
pathway  to our happiness in life.  

We are all in constant search for meaning and purpose in our lives. Our 
search for truth requires patience with ourselves and others.This valley is a 
place where we let go; sacrifice all things we have seen, heard and 
understood, so we can be clear and focused on what is required for our 
journey. This is the valley where many friends will be sought out, in hopes of 
finding a trace of the traceless Friend! From this place we venture  into the 
next..



The Valley of Love,  
Fire is the symbol of this valley, which represents pain. In this valley we discover our 
love for all created things, the love for the Creator, ourselves, our families, our 
nations, and for everyone else on earth. In this state we fear nothing, as if insane, 
allowing us to be filled with spirit and powerful enough to escape the claws of the 
eagle of love. 
Once the heat of this valley dissipates, it opens up to… 



The Valley of Knowledge-, 
Ancestral and newly acquired knowledge. In this valley we begin to see war as peace;  
see the end in the beginning, friendliness in anger and find in death the secrets of the spirit  
world. In this valley we look with our inward and outward eyes and begin to see  
things unimaginable and are blessed with things of the sacred, allowing us to begin  
our trek into the  importance of the fourth valley.. 



Valley of Unity.  
This is the valley which has allowed us to survive since the beginning of time, without prejudice, 
anger, hatred or envy.  True unity has always allowed us to honour our 
 differences and to see them as strengths. In this valley we become reacquainted with oneness. 
Our world takes on a new meaning, and we envision the far reaching implications of this 
ancient  teaching of unity. This is a very powerful valley in which we realize our travels are 
being guided by the Creator who gifts us with the vision we need. Everything in existence takes 
on a new glow, a new light and we take it all into our hearts. 
After acknowledging the necessity of unity and letting go of everything else, we easily  
move into  fifth valley.. 



The Valley of Contentment,  
This valley  brings us to the arena of our own personal, spiritual, emotional and even 
 physical freedom. No longer  is there a question of our oneness and this confidence fills us with 
joy and happiness no matter what the situation, It gives us the confidence to understand even 
the tragedies of our lives and how they  provide us with a greater understanding and 
contentment, a condition necessary to continue  into the sixth valley… 



The Valley of  Wonderment.  
This valley reminds us of the beauty in the world and at every moment we envision a wondrous 
place, a new creation, and become filled with astonishment realizing how this  holds wisdom 
and spiritual  truths.  We experience the wonderment of  how our ancestors stayed connected to 
this sacred circle of life,  rich in spirit and living constantly in a state of acceptance and 
gratefulness for what they were provided. Thankfulness is the nature of this valley. In this 
valley we are challenged to overcome our animal behaviour and to become the best human 
beings we can. 
After traversing the high summits of wonderment we as travellers come to the last and seventh 
valley… 



The Valley of True poverty and Absolute nothingness 

In this valley nothing can deter us from the  journey of knowing who were really are and our 
purpose in life. This is  where nothing else, material or otherwise matters because we have 
found our spiritual path, which ultimately  leads us to true reconciliation. In this valley we 
have to continue to listen with heart and soul to the songs of the spirit and treasure them with 
our own eyes. This is the most powerful valley and brings us closer and closer to our truth and 
reality. 

Travelling through these seven valleys in not a linear  journey and sometimes we can return 
to any of the valleys to regain our perspective. Ultimately this journey influences our 
approach to the momentous task of seeking true reconciliation and is a constant choice 
throughout our lives.  



Thank you for travelling  
with me!


